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If the clients contacts the remote control component directly, then the process is the same as if the remote component was in the same application. Hence, clients just downloads the code from remote control component and the remote control component takes care of the document preparation. This feature allows the Gemini project to be built in smaller, simpler, and
less complex applications. Both, client-side and remote components are described here. On the client side the ConfigurableTokenFactory is used to retrieve the SignatureTokenConnection interface implementation. This factory implementation communicates with a signing server that can be run on a different machine (i.e. an external server). To be independent from the
signing server you can use the configuration file property SigningExecutor.url with the URL of the signing server and the SigningExecutor.user and SigningExecutor.pass properties that define username and password on the server to enable remote key activations. The SigningExecutor is configured using the property SigningExecutor.connectionFactory to the
SignatureTokenConnection interface implementation, on the server side. Also, to reduce the number of time consuming requests to the server the following properties can be used (in case the servers run on a multi threading environment): On the server side the ConfigurableTokenFactory is used to retrieve the SignatureTokenConnection interface implementation. This
factory implementation communicates with a signing client that can be run on a different machine (i.e. an external client). To be independent from the signing client you can use the configuration file property SigningExecutor.url with the URL of the signing server and the SigningExecutor.user and SigningExecutor.pass properties that define username and password on the
server to enable remote key activations.
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We can see that our validator fails because of the undefined changes in the stream. With a quick glance we can see that the undefined changes are being added to the PDF stream. We can fix it by making our process produce UndefinedChanges. So, we need to change the process to add a new builder to our signature process. After loading the builder, we
can see a new property called setUndefinedChanges that can be used to check whether or not changes that has been added to the stream must be validated. If you set this property to true all undefined changes will be validated. You can also specify several flags to specify that some changes are valid and others are invalid. Our addBuilder method call will
have an effect only on the signatures with undefined changes. You can attach an XML document, represented as a JAXB Document instance, to any request. JAXB binds the document to a Java POJO. During XML document management, a JAXB IXMLSerializer instance is created and the document is serialized. For the actual serialization, a MessageBodyWriter
instance is provided in order to get a chance to write the document’s content to the HTTP output stream. See Chapter6, Using Jersey Client APIs to work with web documents for further information. When working with beans, you have to determine not only which media type to send the responses in but also the property names in the response. In the
example, the response will include the property message that carries the message content of the Form instance. A form parameter is a new type of Form parameters added in the JAX-RS specification 1.1. 5ec8ef588b
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